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At first sight it may appear a paradox: as the EU dismantles border controls between its own member 
states in order to allow people and goods to travel freely, it is working overtime to make checks on its 
external frontiers between EU member states and third countries as watertight as possible. 
"The general principle is that there should be free move-
ment inside the Union and the counterpart to getting rid of 
internal controls is to improve external ones. Previously 
each member state controlled goods when they came in or 
went out of their own country, so they were less worried 
about what their neighbours were doing. But with the sin-
gle market, if there is one weak link or preferential treat-
ment in just one area, it can affect everything," explains a 
Commission official. 
As controls at the internal borders disappear, customs ser-
vices in member states are carrying out more duties on the 
Union's external frontiers on behalf of other EU countries. 
This also improves trade by reducing delays at borders 
and easing bureaucratic controls. However, on external 
borders more controls are needed to collect state revenue 
and to tackle crime and illegal immigration. Only controls 
at the internal borders - the sate borders between mem-
ber states - are "suppressed" while the state borders 
themselves remain. 
The many regulations in place are designed to stop illegal 
Slovenia and Croatia needed new border crossings fo llowing the inde-
pendence of those two states. When Slovenia joins the EU. its border 
with Croatia will become on the EU's external borders. 
immigration or miscellaneous trafficking, to clamp down 
on counterfeit goods ( estimated to account for up to 7 per 
cent of trade world-wide), and to check that imports meet 
EU public health, environmental and veterinary standards. 
According to one calculation, customs officers have to 
ensure that up to 400 separate import controls are respect-
ed. Although national customs administrations are separate 
and independent services, they all operate within the same 
legal framework and are linked by an extensive computer 
network. This can be used to provide regular updates from 
Brussels on tariff provisions, while a separate comput-
erised system _:_ which will also link four candidate coun-
tries, Hungary, Slovakia, the Czech Republic and Poland 
- is being developed to try and stamp out transit fraud. 
In addition the Customs Information System in Brussels 
can be used by national administrations to exchange data. 
"There is a fine balance to be struck between security and 
efficiency, between preventing crime and not damaging 
competitiveness. At the end of the day, customs are work-
ing for their partners, which is the world of trade. Perhaps 
there should be more consultation with that world to 
establish what its concerns and problems are. What is also 
important is that customs officers do not operate in isola-
tion. They have to work with a range of other professions: 
the immigration authorities, police, phytosanitary officials 
and public health experts," points out one official. 
The drive to improve customs procedures in the candidate 
countries so that they meet EU standards and prevent any 
chinks appearing in the external frontiers is a prerequisite 
for membership. This process is taking place against a 
background of insufficient infrastructure, a lack of har-
monised practices, a high level of crime, a paucity of well 
trained, motivated personnel and increasing traffic flows. 
Even without the enlargement, putting in place an effective 
border system is something all candidate countries should 
be striving to achieve as it is in everyone's interests. 
"With or without enlargement, EU member states and the 
applicants face the same problems of illegal immigrants, 
organised crime and trafficking in human beings to name 
just a few. At the end of the day, there is more security for 
the European citizen in a Union without internal borders 
than one with since you need organised and sophisticated 
co-operation between member states at all levels, includ-
ing the police. If you have that in a legal structure, it is far 
better than ad hoe co-operation," explains one EU official. 
Preparations for this major shift as the EU's external fron-
tier moves eastwards have been under way for a number of 
years . Poland, which will be right at the crossroads of traf-
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As conrrols ar the internal borders disappem; customs services in 
member stares are carrying out more duties on rhe Union 's external 
fron riers 011 behalf of other EU counrries. 
fie between the enlarged Union, Ukraine, Russia, Belarus 
and the Baltic states, has been making efforts to improve 
its border management. 
Despite the daunting amount of legislation which must 
first be processed and then implemented, the EU is deter-
mined to use whatever means it has at its disposal to help 
candidate countries reach the necessary EU standards. 
"The applicants have to do 90 per cent themselves, but the 
EU can help with 10 per cent," explains an official. 
The main vehicle for this aid is the Phare programme 
which EU leaders decided (at their 1994 Essen summit 
meeting) could also be used for justice and home affairs 
projects. Some projects involve several countries while 
most of them target just one. 
EU funding is used partly to finance physical schemes to 
improve border crossings and access roads and equip-
ment, and partly on strengthening institution building, 
training staff, fighting corruption and other actions. 
Between 1997 and 1998, for instance, the Phare pro-
gramme allocated €15m to Poland to reinforce its frontier 
controls, particularly on its border with Germany. The 
funds have been used to improve basic infrastructure and 
methods of detection through the use of infra-red equip-
ment, the training of border guards and development of 
linguistic skills. In 1999 Romania received around 
€10.Sm to help it secure its border, particularly with 
Moldova and Ukraine. 
Twinnings - whereby experienced officials from EU 
member states spend a minimum of a year in a candidate 
country sharing their professional experience - are 
another effective tool. One of the first ones which began 
last autumn is a 12-month programme, funded with €1.Sm 
of Phare money to help Poland improve its eastern border 
management and infrastructure both at the frontier and the 
hinterland to bring them up to the standards required for 
EU membership. 
The scheme involves a partnership between a quartet of 
Union members - the Home Office in Britain and the 
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Ministries of the Interior in France, 
Germany and the Netherlands - and 
their Polish opposite number, the 
Ministry of the Interior and 
Administration. The various compo-
nents contribute to the overall aim of 
tackling serious crime, developing co-
operation between separate Polish min-
istries and training Polish officials. 
French civil servants are advising the 
Poles on how to improve border con-
trols, including detecting false identity 
cards and travel documents, as well as 
rooting out corruption and ensuring dis-
cipline in the customs service. Germans 
are sharing their data processing exper-
tise, while the Dutch are demonstrating 
how to identify and remove illegal immigrants. 
Separate projects being run jointly by Britain and the 
Netherlands are concentrating on criminal intelligence, 
organisational development (including ways to bring cases 
to court more quickly) and forensic science with DNA 
training and establishment of a Polish DNA database. 
The final element of the programme, being run by the 
Netherlands, advises the Poles on how the police can 
improve their public relations image. 
Other customs projects financed by Phare include the fight 
against corruption in Bulgaria, tax reform in Slovenia and 
establishing a computerised customs master tariff system 
in Lithuania 
On a smaller scale the Odysseus programme is helping 
with strengthening border controls. With € 12m over five 
years, it brings officials from inside and outside the 
Union together for seminars and training courses lasting 
a few days on specific aspects of border controls, immi-
gration and asylum policy. Recent examples of this prac-
tical form of educational networking have been separate 
meetings on visa policy as it relates to sea borders in the 
Mediterranean and the Baltic Sea and to land borders in 
south-east Europe. 
Now there is no doubt where the Union's external borders lie. But no 
one can confidently guarantee where the.v will be extended to as the 
next enlargement process gets under way. 
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Equipment is another priority area. If the candidate 
countries are to make full use of the computer net-
works available in the Union, then their systems will 
need to be compatible 
The challenge of securing the Union's external borders 
goes far wider than establishing the infrastructure for effi-
cient frontier crossings. It also requires the presence of a 
professionally trained and reliable customs service ready 
to co-operate with other services inside its own borders 
and on the other side of the frontier fence. 
"If customs officers have poor conditions and low pay, 
then they will go to other jobs or be more likely to be 
involved in corruption and the money spent on infrastruc-
ture will be wasted," explains one official. 
The various projects supported with EU funding are a11 
assessed within the Commission's customs and taxation 
pre-accession strategy which was endorsed by senior cus-
toms officials from EU member states and the candidate 
countries in July 1997. 
It has three strands. The first imperative was to ensure 
political support for the changes which needed to be 
made so that under-funded customs services with poor 
facilities were brought up to EU standards. This was 
accompanied by necessary legislation. Thirdly, and the 
most important objective, is the improvement of overall 
operational performance. 
"This is the real problem where you are confronted with 
delays at the border, poor conditions, unpredictable 
weather and the possibility of terrorist and other threats. 
We are putting most effort into this," says one official. 
To raise standards to a uniform level, the Union has drawn 
up for each candidate country a gap analysis to identify 
where extra work is required and a needs analysis to estab-
lish which shortfalls would need to be remedied by EU 
assistance. It has also created blueprints for each of the 13 
customs sectors: legislation, border and inland control, 
investigation and enforcement, organisation and manage-
ment, ethics, human resource management, training, rev-
enue collection and accounting, trade facilitation , transit 
and movement of goods, customs laboratories, infrastruc-
ture and equipment and computerisation. 
Equally important is the development of good co-opera-
tion with countries which will be on the other side of the 
Union's common external frontier : Belarus, Russia, 
Moldova and Ukraine. "We try to place as much emphasis 
on regional programmes as possible so that customs offi-
cers operate internationally, not separately. If Poland is 
going to be our new external frontier, then it needs to 
know what Ukraine is doing. We also want to stress that 
customs work is not just carrying out prohibitive work. It 
is also about facilitating trade," stresses one EU official. 
This emphasis on the need for international co-operation 
was demonstrated last October when a special conference 
of senior customs officials was held in Finland. It brought 
together existing member states with land external borders 
- Finland, Austria, Germany, Greece and Italy (France 
has land external borders with Switzer1and, Monaco and 
Andorra; Sweden with Norway and Spain with Andorra, 
External borders 
but they did not attend the meeting). Several candidate 
countries and the neighbouring states of Russia, Ukraine, 
Moldova and Belarus to examine concrete, practical issues 
they will all have to address. 
"Customs always think a little bit ahead. We know we will 
have a problem with new frontiers, like between Poland 
and Ukraine for example, and that one day new member 
states will accede and they will have to ensure they act in 
the customs area as if they had always been in the Union. 
We have two major concerns: the uniform application of 
EU legislation and the fact that we must not neglect our 
future new neighbours," said one EU official. 
Russia, for instance, is such a major factor in EU trade that 
the Union has separate projects looking at how to improve 
customs facilities at its ports, airports, land frontiers and 
inland clearance centres. Under one training programme, 
officials from Moscow studied practices at Heathrow air-
port outside London. On their return they were able to 
introduce some changes which helped to ease the flow of 
cargo and passengers. 
Now there is no doubt where the Union 's external borders 
lie. But no one can confidently guarantee where they will 
be extended to as the next enlargement process gets under 
way. That will depend on which countries join first. Any 
Hungary and Romania have already developed efficient border cross-
ing points. These will disappear when both Hunga,y and Romania are 
EU members. 
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number of permutations are possible and these will 
change with each successive enlargement. The line could, 
for instance, be initially drawn between the Czech 
Republic and Slovakia if the former becomes an EU mem-
ber state before the latter or far further east if they both 
join at the same time. Politically, the second option would 
undoubtedly be easier to implement. 
The three Baltic state candidates are another area where 
potential complications could arise for a period if 
Estonia accedes to the Union before Latvia and 
Lithuania. Under such a scenario, Estonia would be 
responsible not only for the external frontier on its east 
with Russia, but also with Latvia. 
In addition the organisation required in effectively polic-
ing and managing the Union's external borders may 
involve a heavier burden on relatively new countries -
External borders 
such as Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania which gained indepen-
dence only in 1991, Slovakia which had been part of 
Czechoslovakia and Slovenia, formerly part of Yugoslavia 
- than on longer established countries like Hungary. 
Not only have all these countries had to develop their 
own customs authorities, but at times the process has 
required settling disputes with neighbours over exactly 
where the border is. 
One thing is clear: new EU members will not be allowed 
an opt out of all or parts of the Schengen acquis integrat-
ed into the EU. For different reasons Britain and Ireland 
chose not to sign up to the core commitment to abolish all 
internal border controls between EU states and allow free 
circulation. They negotiated this flexibility during the 
drafting of the Amsterdam Treaty. Both countries imple-
ment border controls, and do not participate in Schengen 
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Alsatian dogs are being trained to help customs of ficials in rheirfight 
againsr illegal drug traf icking and other of fences. 
co-operation, although Britain has recently asked to par-
ticipate in some of the convention's activities. In contrast 
their 13 partners decided to co-operate closely and imple-
ment the Schengen provisions between themselves. 
Now that Schengen is part of the EU acquis, every new 
member must implement it in its entirety and will not be 
able to ask for exemptions. The responsibilities are set out 
in a common manual which lays down procedures and a 
common set of consular instructions which cover such 
items as those countries whose nationals require a visa to 
enter the Union. 
The responsibilities set out in the Schengen Convention 
were further refined by EU leaders at their December 1998 
Vienna summit when the EU adopted an action plan to 
establish "an area of freedom, security and 
justice" as foreseen in the Amsterdam 
Treaty. This covered issues ranging from 
immigration and asylum policies to organ-
ised crime, drugs and judicial co-operation. 
It specifically listed those measures which 
had to be in place within two years of the 
Amsterdam Treaty coming into force and 
those within five years. 
In the first category (two years) fall mini-
mum standards for giving temporary pro-
tection to displaced persons from third 
countries, harmonisation of asylum proce-
dures, intensifying the fight against illegal 
immigrants and harmonising member 
states' legislation on the responsibilities of 
transporters. Within five years EU mem-
bers must agree a new, more secure model 
for uniform visas and set minimum stan-
dards on the reception of asylum seekers. 
As part of the pre-accession preparation, 
the extent to which each of the candidates is 
putting into place the hundreds of pages of 
Schengen rules is being carefully examined 
during the on-going screening process. 
It is possible, however, that even if a candidate country has 
ratified all the necessary measures and has become an EU 
member that its inhabitants might not enjoy free move-
ment into its Union neighbour. To achieve that, each new 
member will have to demonstrate it is capable of policing 
effectively those of its own borders which have become 
the Union's new external frontier. 
"The basic rule is that the principle of free circulation is 
not in force when ratification is finished, but only when 
the country concerned is deemed ready to apply all the 
Schengen provisions. So there could be a discrepancy 
between joining the Union and lifting border controls at 
the internal borders," explains an EU official. 
One area of co-operation which the new members will 
have to join from day one is the Schengen information 
system - a highly sophisticated and costly computer data 
Eurocustoms lends support 
In 1991 the EU's 15 customs administrations established 
Eurocustoms. The main aim of the organisation is to provide tech-
nical and management assistance on border policing, control and 
monitoring to candidate countries and former Soviet republics. 
The organisation, based in Paris with a 27-member secretariat, 
is contracted to · the Commission to assist with the customs 
programmes through the Union's Phare and Tacis schemes. 
Since its establishment over 2,000 customs officers from EU 
and EFTA member states have been seconded to work with 
the organisation and have found placements in candidate 
countries' administrations. 
At present Eurocustoms - headed by a German director 
Rudolf Schmidt - is helping to implement transit pro-
grammes and involved in multi-country projects concerning 
borders and customs. 
The directors-general of the customs administrations and 
Eurocustoms meet regularly to discuss the EU's own customs 
programme, the Union's computerisation strategy and how to 
deal with transit fraud and international organised crime. The 
last meeting was in Helsinki in May 1998. 
Eurocustoms is developing a web site, which it expects to have 
up and running in early 2000. It can be contacted at 9 Rue de 
la Tour des Dames, 75009 Paris, France (Tel: (331) 5507 4950). 
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Germany's border with Poland now forms one qf' the Union's external 
borders, but once Poland joins the EU, irs borders with Russia, 
Lithuania, Belarus and Ukraine will .fcnm the become the new external 
border of the Union. 
exchange network based in Strasbourg. This allows the 
police and judiciary in member states to share vital infor-
mation on visa applications, illegal immigrants and want-
ed and missing persons with each other and depends for its 
efficiency on confidentiality, discretion and absolute 
mutual trust between different national authorities. 
The first meeting between Schengen members and candi-
date countries occurred in 1998 when the process of famil-
iarising them with the free movement convention first began. 
Another responsibility which the new managers of exter-
nal EU frontiers will have to come to terms with, is imple-
menting the Union's visa policy. This may be an unpalat-
able reality for certain applicant states like Poland, which 
have close ties with countries which will not join the EU, 
but it is inevitable. Despite its strong economic and fami-
ly links with its eastern neighbours and high cross-frontier 
traffic, Poland will have to ensure that Ukrainians and 
Belarussians comply with existing EU rules and have 
visas. Similarly, Romania and Bulgaria - the only two 
candidate countries which are on still on the EU's visa list 
- will have to comply with the EU rules if they become 
members after Hungary. 
The Union's expectations of the standards the candidate 
countries will need to meet were spelt out in more detail 
in political guidelines adopted by EU leaders at their 
informal summit in mid-October 1999 in Tampere 
(Finland) on the controls which should be organised at an 
enlarged Union's external borders. 
Controlling external borders in a balanced and uniform man-
ner, said leaders, does not mean preventing the entry of legit-
t} imate asylum seekers. In addition, while special border ~ 
crossing points can be established for small border traffic, all ] 
~ traffic crossing the external frontier must still be controlled. -~ 
The candidates were told they had to settle any existing ~ 
border disputes and establish working co-operation with c:l 
their neighbours. They were informed that a police author-
ity with trustworthy resources - and not armed forces -
should ensure land and sea border controls as well as 
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checks at harbours and airports. 
At the same time, the EU leaders pointed out that co-oper-
ation between present and future member states and their 
neighbours should not be treated as a military matter or as 
a sub-regional security arrangement. 
Further preparation for the customs arrangements in an 
enlarged Union will come with implementation of the 
Union 's customs 2002 action programme. This underlines 
the need for the exchange of officials and information, for 
the use of training seminars and the establishment of suit-
able manuals and guides. 
The programme also is open to candidate countries Cyprus, 
Malta and Turkey. It is designed to establish 
practical links between ports and airports and to keep traffic 
flowing while guaranteeing the security of external frontiers. 
Union officials are adamant they are not looking to erect 
a new wall in Europe. Instead they stress that the new 
external frontiers must be properly managed for every-
one's sake. 
RORY WATSON, BRUSSELS 
-
With or without enlargement, EU member states and the applicants face the 
same problems of illegal immigrants, organised crime and tra:ffi.cking in 
human beings. 
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EU woos its mighty 
8 
In a groundbreaking development EU heads of government in June 1999 signed a common strategy on 
Russia. This will last for an initial four year period. The decision not only signalled a new phase in relations 
between the Union and Russia, but it was the first foreign policy document approved by EU member states 
under the new common foreign and security policy (CFSP) introduced by the Amsterdam Treaty. 
"The common strategy is a quantum leap for EU external 
relations," explained a senior diplomat involved in drafting 
the document. "It will also perform a valuable task if it suc-
ceeds in easing Moscow's growing frustration that its world 
power status is being eroded in the eyes of the West. It's a 
very important signal to Russia from the EU." 
The value of a more formal basis for relations between the 
two sides was shown clearly by tensions which emerged 
during the Kosovo crisis. Russian-EU relations took a 
nose-dive as western Europe sided firmly against the 
Serbian leader, Slobodan Milosevic, who continues to 
enjoy support from his tra-
ditional allies in Moscow. 
The difficulty of the EU's 
relationship with Russia 
has been further exacerbat-
ed as the candidate coun-
tries of central and eastern 
Europe have moved 
towards membership with 
the EU. The accession of 
the Czech Republic, 
Hungary and Poland in 
1999 to N ato also caused 
tension with Moscow. 
Russia's own political and 
economic situation remains 
precarious. Former 
President Boris Yeltsin has 
dismissed a number of gov-
ernments, giving the coun-
try six prime ministers in 18 
months. 
Against this difficult back-
ground the EU's policy has 
been to try and do all in its 
limited power to bolster 
democratic reformist senti-
ment in Russia. The main 
thrust of the common strat-
egy is to assure Moscow of 
its place within Europe, 
rather than drive it towards 
isolationism. 
This overriding desire is 
made clear in the common ti ~ strategy paper. The EU _g 
commits itself to closer co- -r 
operation with Russia and a 
welcomes its return to its Ji 
place in the European family. 
At a meeting in New York in mid-September 1999, External 
Affairs Commissioner Chris Patten met Russia's Foreign 
Minister Igor Ivanov. Both sides expressed strong support 
for turning the inspiring words of the common strategy doc-
ument into reality. More urgent was the need from the 
Russian perspective to bring to an end the spate of bomb-
ings which was then terrorising the country and deal with 
the crisis in Dagestan and Chechnya. 
The EU does not want these crises to slow the process of 
democratic reform which it sees as key to the Union's abil-
ity to provide support for 
Russia. 
Russia has several partners 
within the EU structures. 
Besides External Affairs 
Commissioner Chris Patten 
and the individual foreign 
mm1ster of whichever 
member state happens to 
hold the EU's six-month 
rotating presidency, a key 
role will be played by 
Javier Solana, the Union's 
high representative for 
CFSP. He has the job of 
presenting a united EU for-
eign policy line to the 
world. On past evidence, 
finding that common stand 
will be no easy task. 
For Russia extra piquancy 
will be added to the equa-
tion by the fact that Mr 
Solana recently relinquished 
the post of secretary-gener-
al ofNato. The stance taken 
by the alliance on Kosovo 
did much to cool bilateral 
EU-Russian relations in the 
summer of 1999. 
Whatever the difficulties, 
the commitment to forging 
better relations by both 
sides now indicates a deter-
mination to make the new 
EU strategy work. "Russia 
is right at the top of the list 
of [my] priorities, because 
unless we get that relation-
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ship right, and unless we play a role in the successful eco-
nomic and political development of Russia, it will mean a 
source of considerable instability on our continent in the 
future, perhaps the greatest source of instability," Mr Patten 
told a European Parliament hearing to confirm him as a new 
member of the Commission. 
Mr Patten says Moscow especially needed help to cope 
with drug trafficking, financial mismanagement, fraud and 
crime and should be drawn into the European space to 
reduce problems when Russia shares a border with the EU 
under the next enlargement. With the accession of Finland, 
the EU had its first direct border with Russia and further 
enlargements will see the country coming even closer to EU 
member states. 
The EU's strategy sets out a number of goals. It aims to con-
solidate democracy, the rule of law and public institutions 
and help integrate Russia into a "common European eco-
nomic and social space". 
Among the ideas aimed at improving co-operation to 
strengthen stability and security in Europe is the possibility 
of creating a permanent mechanism for political and secu-
rity dialogue. 
For the EU, with its reliance on imported energy - much 
of which comes from former Soviet states and Russia - the 
strategy also aims to achieve greater co-operation in devel-
oping energy policies. 
With the growth in organised crime originating east of its 
borders, the EU strategy also targets money laundering and 
illegal traffic in drugs and human beings. Although the 
strategy does not envisage any major new funding, it does 
include the promise of working towards the eventual cre-
ation of a free trade area between the two sides. The EU has 
also pledged to support Russian efforts to meet the require-
ments for membership of the World Trade Organisation. 
The common strategy also entails a major internal goal -
to make the EU's overall external actions toward Russia 
more coherent. This means in practice that it binds not only 
Community policy and instruments but also those of the 
member states. It will also force Union members to speak 
with a single voice on EU-Russian relations, including a 
common front within international financial institutions 
such as the International Monetary Fund. 
Implementation of the common strategy is well underway. 
In mid-July 1999 the Finnish Presidency produced a work 
plan for its implementation. Proposals for starting a politi-
cal dialogue are being drawn up and a draft EU-Russian 
action plan to fight organised crime is also being prepared. 
A high-level EU-Russian economic dialogue took place in 
Moscow in October 1999 between the Finnish economic 
and finance ministries under the auspices of the EU togeth-
er with the Commission and key Russian government deci- ti 
sion-makers. In early November the Finnish as president ~ 
of the Council held high level talks between EU minis- ! 
"' ters, Russian diplomats and Commission officials, includ- -~ 
ing Commissioner Patten. The continuing violence in ~ 
::, 
Chechnya, however, meant that some EU member states VJ 
stayed away from the meeting. :I find it a little bizarre 
when the Russian foreign minister talks about human 
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rights and the northern dimension [the name given to 
Finland's initiative on Russia] when Chechnya is going 
on," remarked Toomes Hendrik Ilves, Estonia's Foreign 
Minister who attended the talks. Finish Prime Minister 
Paavo Lipoponen said, "Everybody can draw their own 
conclusions on participation. we have to maintain the dia-
logue with Russia and this meeting provides an opportu-
nity." Meanwhile, the core of the relationship will remain 
the partnership and co-operation agreement which entered 
into force December 1 1997. This establishes an institution-
al, political and administrative framework to facilitate all 
forms of bilateral co-operation, including regular high-level 
summit meetings. 
Added to this is the EU's Tacis programme which in 1999 
provided €69m in technical assistance for reform projects 
in Russia. 
Future relations are also a concern of the Russian leader-
ship, which presented EU leaders at the December 1999 
Helsinki summit with Russia's own strategy. Russia will 
take a pragmatic approach at first, to ensure partnership and 
co-operation works effectively, rather than focusing prema-
turely on institutional links, according to Russian diplo-
mats. After 2010 they believe it will be time to study new 
ways to extend co-operation. -
ANTHONY KENT, BRUSSELS 
LVtoil 's Moscow headquarters is a fine example of the modem business 
buildings populating the city re.fleeting growing market activity. 
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Co-operation deal with 
Russia 
The EU's new co-operation strategy with Russia is based on 
several factors outlined in the preamble and first article of 
the EU's common strategy. Of paramount importance, says 
the EU, is "the rule of law and respect for human rights", 
particularly of minorities; "the establishment of a multipar-
ty system with free and democratic elections and economic 
liberalisation aimed at setting up a market economy". 
The EU believes the fulI implementation of a partnership 
between the two sides presupposes the continuation and 
success of Russia's political and economic reforms. The EU 
wants to encourage this process through regional co-opera-
tion, developing regular political dialogue on bilateral and 
international issues and providing technical assistance for 
the implementation of economic reform. 
The Union says it is "conscious of the need to improve con-
ditions affecting business and investment and conditions in 
areas such as establishment of companies, labour, provision 
of services and capital movements". It believes its new 
agreement with Russia will create the right climate for trade 
and investment to grow. 
External relations: Russia 
Environmental issues are another concern of the EU as is 
co-operation in space activities, promotion of cultural co-
operation and the free exchange of information. 
The main objectives of the agreement between the EU and 
Russia are to: 
o provide a framework for political dialogue 
o promote trade, investment and economic relations 
o strengthen political and economic freedom 
o support Russian efforts to consolidate democracy, 
develop its economy and complete the transition to a 
market economy 
o provide a basis for economic, social, financial and cul-
tural co-operation 
o provide an appropriate framework for the gradual inte-
gration of Russia into a wider area of co-operation in 
Europe 
o create the conditions for the future establishment of a 
free trade area between the EU and Russia and condi-
tions for bringing about freedom of establishment of 
companies and cross-border trade in services and capi-
tal movements. -
The White House in MoscoH', where former President Yeltsin once ordered 
rroops to fire on recalcitrant parliamentarians, stands as the s_vmbol of the 
country's still .fragile democracy. 
--
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Tacis support helps 
re-build Russia 
The Auroa, now permanently moored peacefully in St Petersburg, .fired 
the shot which signalled the beginning qf the revolution. Now it's a 
major tourist attraction. 
The Tacis programme was set up to help the former sovi-
et republics establish an open market system and build 
democracy. Russia, due to its size and importance, takes 
the lion's share of Tacis programme funds . Areas of 
co-operation between the EU and Russia under the 
programme include: human resources development; social 
protection; food and agriculture; energy, transport and 
telecommunications; environment; strengthening of insti-
tutions and legislation and training. Russia also benefits 
from the Tacis nuclear safety, inter-state and cross-border 
co-operation and regional programmes. Programmes such 
as city twinning and others aim at securing democracy and 
helping to build the institutions necessary for the efficient 
and democratic running of the country. 
One example of a project under the cross-border co-opera-
tion programme is a scheme which is helping to develop an 
environmental quality management system for the Patsojoki 
flowing between Russia and Finland. The project is address-
ing nature conservation and water pollution. 
The project will help set up an environmental monitoring 
system which will allow more effective pollution control. 
Co-operation between the regions of northern Finland and 
Petschenga through which the Patsojoki flows is seen as a 
priority in the (Finnish) Barents Interreg (inter-regional) pro-
gramme and is linked with an ongoing Interreg project sup- t3 porting the development of small- and medium-sized enter- ~ 
prise co-operation in east Finland and northern Lapland. { 
.s The development of tourism is also an important element "' a in this Interreg project. The improvement of the Patsojoki ~ 
External relations: Russia 
the regions of Kaliningrad bordering Lithuania and 
Poland, and in Kaliningrad's coastal zone where water 
pollution of rivers and minor watercourses is a major envi-
ronmental problem. Several rivers in the Kaliningrad 
region provide drinking water. 
A lack of quality monitoring of the water resources can 
cause health risks. Due to insufficient waste water collec-
tion and treatment, badly kept and located landfills and 
agricultural runoffs, a number of drinking water sources in 
Kaliningrad region are polluted. 
The aim of this project is to develop a cross-border river-
basin management network, set up efficient water quality 
monitoring systems, develop a management plan for open 
water resources and help to implement a comprehensive 
waste water management plan along the coastal zone of 
Kaliningrad. The project will be co-ordinated with or linked 
to several regional, national and international activities. -
ecosystem would create new possibilities for developing "' ---'-"-
this sector. 
Another project concerns water quality management in 
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Streer traders are just 011e sign qf Russia's buddi11g market eco,wmv, - an area 
targeted for EU support. 
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Tacis funds allocated to Russia by sector 1991-96 (in €m) 
12 
1991 1994 1995 996 Total 
Nuclear safety and environment 12.89 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.5 18.39 
Restructuring state enterprises 
and Qrivate sector develo2ment 27.2 29.76 43.4 40.6 31.3 226.76 
Public administration reform, 
__ l2S'.ial s~~~~-~_<J_~_d_!!_~~t!QQ _____ 4§:§4 ___ --~1.~7 ______ ~1- . _____  J~~----. ~l.8 . _ _TI_& ______ _ ~ ~__Q.66 ' 
Agnculture ------------------ ~ 0'._85 21.49 12.5 16.3 ___ J}.O 10.6 128.74 
Energy 41.5 16.0 21.1 19.5 · 18.0 11.5 127.6 
Trans2ort 32.87 14.25 13.55 13.9 12.6 8.5 5.67 
Poli9' advice__________________ 0.0 __________ 0.Q __________ O'.O ____ 18.95 _____ ~___ 0'.0 ~ -- 0.0 _____ 18.95 
Telecommunications 0.0 4.93 5.1 4.1 5.4 3.0 22.53 
Facilities 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 26.0 26.0 
Other 0.0 0.0 10.0 15.0 14.79 2.8 42.59 
---·---·•-•-••-•-•H---·- •-mMM-M• -·---·-------•-•-
Total 211.95 111.0 160.75 150.0 161.19 133.0 927.89 
Note: Total Tacis funding 1991-96 in Russia totalled €927.89m; the Tacis indicative programme 1996-99 approved (26.06.96) a funding envelope of 
€600m; the Tacis action programme 1996-97 approved during 1996 €107m (26 projects) and approved in 1996 (08.JJ.96) facilities worth €26m. 
Source: European Commission, Tacis programme. 
The Union is conscious of the need to improve conditions affecting business and investment, and conditions in areas such as establishmenr of 
companies, labour, provision of services and capital movemenls. 
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Exchange rate regime choices 
Ten years ago the idea of bringing industrial and competition policy standards up to the levels operating in 
the EU was ambitious. Since January 1999 candidate countries have been faced not just with treaty obliga-
tions to be ready for economic and monetary union, but the reality of the 11-member euro area itself. 
This situation has left a number of questions open, both 
for the front-running applicants and for Union members 
themselves. 
What practical measures can candidate countries take to 
ensure that they meet the stringent demands of aban-
doning their national currencies in favour of the euro? 
What transitional arrangements can 
they put in place to guide their mone-
tary policy in the run-up to EU and 
then EMU membership? 
A new book* by economists David 
Begg, Charles Wyplosz and Laszlo 
Halpern for the Centre for Economic 
Policy Research seeks to answer these 
questions but, in doing so, questions 
the key demand of the applicant gov-
ernments. "Accession countries 
should not be given a fixed and 
unconditional date of EU entry," they 
say. Instead the EU could usefully fol-
low the example set by the EU Treaty, 
which establishes an "earliest date" 
for monetary union to begin, but only 
if specified criteria are met. 
Candidate countries have consistently 
pressed the EU to set a date - as early iJ 
as possible - for their membership. SQ ~ Messrs Begg, Wyplosz and Halpern ] 
~ disagree, arguing that such an .~ 
~ 
approach could not fail to inject ~ 
urgency into the candidates' campaigns 
to bring their inflation, budgetary and labour market per-
formance into line with the euro 11. 
The three economists explain the importance of introduc-
ing true price stability in the candidate countries both as a 
goal in itself and also in readiness for EMU membership. 
Persistent double-digit inflation distorts economies, lead-
ing to inefficient allocation of capital, under-development 
of financial markets and banking systems and wrong-
headed investment decisions by industry. 
However, governments in transition economies sometimes 
believe they have already achieved their goal. Price stabil-
ity - internationally defined as annual inflation of less 
than 2% - is inappropriate in economies that are consis-
tently improving the quality of goods. Any transition 
economy worth the name should be doing that much more 
quickly than a mature economy. 
Similarly, public investment should still be significant in order 
to iron out market imperfections and poor tax compliance. 
Above all the classic fiscal and monetary squeeze long 
practised by governments in full market economies -
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designed to choke off inflation with high interest rates and 
replace public with private capital - can be counter-pro-
ductive. "The policies that deliver low inflation, in partic-
ular the orthodox squeeze play, may threaten incipient 
businesses, institutions and markets at a time when they 
are still vulnerable," say the three economists. 
ECB President Willem Duisenberg insists there should be no transition-
al arrangements.for candidate countries trying to join the euro area. 
Nevertheless, all applicant countries need to force infla-
tion out of the system. Since most of them already have 
high unemployment, the costs of doing this quickly are 
relatively limited. 
What they all need, however, is an anchor or target for 
achieving this aim. They have all been offered one by the 
Union in the form of the revamped European Monetary 
System (EMS II). 
EMS II is a mutual support system for countries wanting 
to establish an exchange rate target for their currencies. At 
the moment only Greece and Denmark belong to (ERM II) 
under which the krone and the drachma are assigned a 
central pivot against the euro and are then allowed to fluc-
tuate 15 per cent either side of this rate. 
The Danes have a promise that, as long as they practice 
sound economic management, the European Central Bank 
will intervene to support the krona when it moves 2.25 per 




bers had a 2.25 per cent 
corridor, but this system 
was abandoned in 
August 1993 after mas-
sive speculative attacks 
in the currency markets. 
The EU Treaty specifies 
that only countries 
which have participated 
within the normal bands 
of the ERM for two 
years can join EMU. 
The three economists 
point out one major 
ci.. drawback for candidate 
I,.) i countries when it 
i comes to EMS II mem-
:J 
., bership: "Since EMS 
·~ 
~ membership is restrict-
ed to EU members, 
accession countries cannot join the ERM before accession 
to the EU," they say. "Conversely, since membership of 
EMU requires prior satisfaction of the Maastricht criteria, 
including the requirement to have participated in the ERM 
for two years without a parity realignment, the earliest 
possible date at which new entrants can join EMU is two 
years after their EU accession." 
Although EMS II is often viewed as the natural regime 
for candidate countries during the interim period before 
full membership of EMU, Messrs Begg, Wyplosz and 
Halpern are convinced it is "neither necessary nor suffi-
cient for delivery of the most appropriate form of exter-
nal conditionality". 
This is because EMS II only measures one outcome: the 
performance of the exchange rate. Candidate countries 
need much more than this. They need incentives to ensure 
their fiscal responsibility, bring about true central bank 
independence, invest in infrastructure, introduce tax 
reform and police financial markets. 
"Countries like Italy and Spain made substantial adjust-
ments to their macro fundamentals, using the carrot of 
membership to force through necessary changes," they 
say. "Although exchange-rate stability was one of the 
entry conditions, it was only one such condition. Without 
the Maastricht fiscal conditions, it is unlikely that pressure 
for fiscal reform would have been nearly so great." 
The economic team recommends one of three transitional 
regimes for the candidate countries: an internal inflation 
target accompanied by a floating exchange rate; a wide 
crawling band whereby set parity depreciations would be 
pre-announced; or a currency board. 
It is essential that no applicant attempts to mirror 
Hungary's experience and manage a crawling parity with 
a narrow permissible band. "For some time to come, mar-
kets and financial institutions in transition economies will 
remain vulnerable both to the capital inflow problem and 
to swings in market sentiment," say the economists. ·i 
"Preservation of an important degree of exchange rate ~ 
Economic and monetary union 
flexibility is one of the safety valves that must be pre-
served. Any form of external nominal anchor must be 
located within relatively wide bands." 
As long as the Union ensures tough conditions on struc-
tural adjustment and fiscal responsibility for EU and EMU 
membership, the band can be wide. The moment they join 
the Union, they will be subject to the rules of the growth 
and stability pact, which ensures budgetary discipline 
among EU and EMU members. 
In the unlikely event that a candidate country wins entry 
to the EU with tight public finances but still with double-
digit inflation, the accession government could volunteer 
to maintain a fixed central parity within the usual wide 
band and hope to make quick progress in dousing infla-
tion. If this was still too great a strain, the government 
could pre-announce an initial and fixed period of crawl 
within a wide band at the end of which it assumes the 
fixed parity prior to entry. -
TIM JONES, LONDON 
* Monetary and Exchange Rate Policies, EMU and 
Central and Eastern Europe ( Economic Policy Initiative 
Forum Report five) by David Begg, Charles Wyplosz, 
Ldszl6 Halpern. Available from CEPR, 90-98 Coswell 
Road, London ECJ V 7DB (Tel: ( 44 207) 878 2900; Fax: 
(44 208) 878 2999; E-mail: cepr@cepr.org). 
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Environment and transport projects 
targeted 
Financial assi.~tance is granted to 
environmental prqjects which 
enable the beneficiwy countries to 
comply with the requirements of 
Community environmental /0111 and 
with the accession partnerships. 
The instrument for structural policies for pre-accession, known as ISPA, will provide 
leverage financing for large investment projects aimed at helping candidate coun-
tries implement priority EU environment and transport legislation. The grant funding 
is hoped to encourage other sources of finance - ranging from private sources to 
international financial institutions - to help applicant countries meet the environ-
mental and transport requirements of the EU prior to accession. 
Three pre-accession in-
struments are now available 
to candidate countries: 
o SAPARD intended to 
finance measures to support 
agriculture and rural devel-
opment with a view to 
improving farm structures, 
the processing and market-
ing of agricultural and fish-
ery products, plant-health 
and veterinary controls and 
food quality controls. 
Integrated rural develop-
ment measures, including 
rural infrastructures and 
agri-environmental mea-
sures (ED 1999-4 page .. ) 
o ISPA: designed to 
finance investment projects 
- environmental measures 
The selection and approval of projects is based on national 
transport and environmental programmes included in the 
national programme for the adoption of the EU acquis. An 
indicative allocation between the candidate countries of the 
total assistance under ISPA is made on the basis of popula-
tion, per capita GDP in purchasing power parities and sur-
face area. Allocations may be adjusted to take account of 
the performance in previous years of each country. 
Under ISPA the EU can grant assistance up to 75 per cent of 
the public or equivalent expenditure. This rate can be 
increased to 85 per cent where more finance is needed in 
order to implement projects essential for achieving the gen-
eral objectives of ISPA. Assistance may, however, also be 
reduced in special cases. Preliminary studies and technical 
support measures may attract 100 per cent financing. 
The Commission will co-ordinate the measures and consis-
tency between those measures and those financed by other 
contributions from the EU budget, including cross-border, 
transnational and inter-regional co-operation, the operations 
of the European Investment Bank and other Community 
financial instruments. 
The Commission will also seek co-ordination and con-
sistency between measures under ISPA and the opera-
tions of the European Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development (EBRD), the World Bank and other inter-
national financial institutions. 
enabling the beneficiary countries to comply with the 
requirements of EU environmental law and with the objec-
tives of the accession partnerships - and transport infra-
structure measures, in particular those of common interest 
and those which enable the beneficiary countries to comply 
with the accession partnerships. These include measures to 
ensure co-ordination and efficiency between national net-
works both with each other and within the trans-European 
networks, and to provide access to these networks. 
Assistance will be granted.for transport infrastructure measures which promote 
sustainable mobility, in particular those which promote the development of the 
trans-European transport network. 
o Phare programmes will continue to focus on the main 
priorities for the adoption of the acquis - building up the 
administrative and institutional capacities of the candidates 
and financing investment, excluding the types of investment 
financed under the two new instruments. 
Only one of these three instruments may be used to fund a 
project. ISPA is limited to programmes for the environment 
and transport. Financial assistance is granted to environ-
mental projects which enable the beneficiary countries to 
comply with the requirements of Community environ-
mental law and with the accession partnerships. ~ ~ The total cost of each measure cannot, in principle, be less 11 
than €Sm unless there are special circumstances. r 
<: 
A balance needs to be struck between environment and 0 
transport infrastructure measures. 
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The candidate countries are responsible for implementing 
projects under Commission supervision. Beneficiary 
countries must establish management and control systems 
no later than January 1 2002. 
The Commission and the Court of Auditors will be able to 
carry out technical or financial audits. 
Although ISPA funding becomes available on January 1 
2000, disbursement of funds is not expected to begin 
until February or March. Once the decision to finance a 
project is approved, the Commission is expected to be 
able to make an advance payment of around 20 per cent 
of total project financing. This money will be used by the 
recipient country to start actual work on the project. The 
rest of the funding will be disbursed as implementation 
of various phases of the project are completed. The final 
payment of probably around 20 per cent of the total 
funding, will be made only when the project is complet-
ed, and after a report is submitted to and approved by the 
Commission to ensure full compliance with the funding 
regulations. -
Council Regulation (EC) 1267/1999 of June 21 1999 
establishing an Instrument for Structural Policies for Pre-
accession. Official Journal L 161, June 26 1999. 
A balance needs to be struck between environment and transport 
infrastructure measures. 
Transport infrastructure (figures as of 1996, in km) 
' Bulgaria Czech Slovakia Estonia Hungary Latvia Lithuania Poland Romania piovenia All 10 
Republic 
Motorw~ ay~s __ ~_.3_14~ __ 4_2_3 
State roads 3,030 55,088 
Provincial/ 
_lo_ca_l_ro_a_d_s __ W 3;3,_~43 ; 66,449 







___ 4_0_4 _ __ 258 _ _ 1_1_3_ 
-- ---~29 2,467 
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Policies and attitudes shift 
"Recognising that nuclear energy represents an essential resource for the 
development and invigoration of industry and will permit the advancement of 
the cause of peace" does not at first glance sound like the EU's current posi-
tion on nuclear energy. 
However, these words are part of the preamble of the 1957 
treaty establishing the European Atomic Energy 
Community (Euratom). The document, with few amend-
ments, still provides the framework for establishing and 
implementing the EU's nuclear policy. The tasks of the EU 
in relation to nuclear energy are outlined in Article 2 of the 
treaty. They are to: 
o promote research and ensure the dissemination of tech-
nical information 
o establish uniform safety standards to protect the health 
of workers and of the general public and ensure that they 
are applied 
o facilitate investment and ensure, particularly by encour-
aging ventures on the part of undertakings, the establish-
ment of the basic installations necessary for the develop-
ment of nuclear energy in the Community 
o ensure that all users in the Community receive a regular 
and equitable supply of ores and nuclear fuels 
o establish with other 
countries and international 
organisations which rela-
tions as will foster progress 
in the peaceful uses of 
nuclear energy. 
One of the fundamental 
objectives of the Euratom 
Treaty is to ensure that all 
users in the EU receive a 
regular and equitable sup-
ply of ore and nuclear 
fuels. The Euratom Supply ti 
~ Agency, operating since § 
-.t:: 
1960, was set up under the .s 
o make certain, by appropriate supervision, that nuclear 
materials are not diverted to purposes other than those for 
which they are intended 
treaty to do this. The sup- J 
ply-security aim of the l 
treaty, however, now 
seems outdated, given the 
oversupply of uranium. 
There is an on-going 
Concern over the use of nuclear energy 
means thal some member states are look-
o exercise the right of ownership conferred upon it with 
respect to special fissile materials 
o ensure wide commercial outlets and access to the best 
technical facilities by the creation of a common market 
in specialised materials and equipment, by the free 
movement of capital for investment in the field of 
nuclear energy and by freedom of employment for spe-
cialists within the Community 
From the beginning of its development, the peaceful application of 
nuclear energy - with all the benefits and promise it brings to the 
society - was directly or iudirectly perceived to be associated with 
nuclear weapons proliferation. 
ing at alternative energy sources. 
debate concerning the quotas enforced by the agency. 
Nuclear energy is an issue which attracts a wide range of 
political opinions and where large vested interests are at 
stake. From the beginning of its development, the peace-
ful application of nuclear energy - with all the benefits 
and promise it brings to the society - was directly or 
indirectly perceived to be associated with nucJear 
weapons proliferation. This association has complicated 
the EU's ability to agree effective common rules for many 
aspects of nuclear energy. 
Public opinion has also helped to push the EU into action. 
The Chernobyl nuclear accident in April 1986 galvanised 
Europe's citizens. The disaster focused public concern 
about the risks caused by ageing nuclear power plants in the 
then Soviet states and its allies as well as on whether 
nuclear energy was necessary within the EU itself. 
This concern is now being translated into national actions, 
such as the moratorium on new nuclear developments in 
Sweden, The Netherlands and Italy 
There are also a few member states with quite an extensive 
nuclear industry and a corresponding percentage of elec-
tricity production from nuclear power. 
Despite the industry's importance, seven member states 
have no nuclear energy production at all (Austria, Ireland, 
' . ; ~ Italy, Portugal, Denmark, Greece, Luxembourg). 
] At present there are virtually no Union actions to create "the 
. l -r conditions necessary for the speedy establishment and 
. . . a growth of nuclear industries" - one of the aims of the 




Many of the EU' s nuclear policies, however, were formed 
much earlier and in a world where nuclear energy devel-
opment was seen as a positive step. In the 1970s large and 
secure energy supplies were a prime concern for European 
governments. Nuclear power was seen as a cheap and 
clean alternative to oil. 
Although few new nuclear plants are being built now in 
the EU, nuclear energy still is a major supplier of electric-
ity: in 1995 it accounted for 34 per cent of all EU elec-
tricity production and is forecast for the year 2000 to 
remain around 33 per cent. In France it accounted for 
75.77 per cent, in Belgium for 55 .16 per cent, in Sweden 
for 45.75 per cent and in Germany for 28.19 per cent, 
according to the latest IAEA statistics. 
The other main sources of electricity come from thermal, 
wind and hydro production. 
Today's attitudes are somewhat different than those of 
almost a quarter of a century ago. A shift in policy may 
appear contradictory, but reflects current political priorities 
in the member states - the result of a significant shift in the 
public's perception of the nuclear industry, and because 
member states with a nuclear industry are generally unwill-
ing to cede control over this sensitive area to Brussels. 
Since the late 1980s, the EU's nuclear policy decisions 
have tended to concentrate on the less contentious issues 
surrounding nuclear safety. But even here there are con-
troversies and disagreements. 
In general nuclear safety as seen by the EU falls under 
three main headings: radiation protection, waste manage-
ment and installation safety. The Euratom Treaty gives 
wide ranging powers to enact safeguards concerning health 
and safety and nuclear materials. However, at present there 
is no EU-wide nuclear installation safety standard. 
The development and adoption of harmonised basic stan-
dards for radiation protection and waste management have 
made significant progress, but safety standards for nuclear 
installations still lag behind. Significant progress has been 
made in harmonising the objectives and requirements of a 
Sources of information 
Useful web sites on nuclear energy: 
International Atomic Energy Agency -
http://www.iaea.org 
Nuclear Safety Convention -
http://www. iaea. org 
Foratom -
http://www.foratom.org 
Nuclear Safety Account -
http://www.ebrd.com 
Nuclear Energy Institute -
http://www.insc.anl.gov 
The Uranium Institute -
http://www.uilondon.org 
Nuclear energy 
nuclear safety regime and its assessment. 
Within the EU two groups are working on the introduction 
of safety standards covering the organisation, methods 
used to assess and technical regulations protecting both 
the environment and public against nuclear energy risks. 
These two groups are the reactor safety working group 
(made up of representatives from all member state organ-
isations involved in the safety of installations) and the 
nuclear regulators' working group (which consists of rep-
resentatives of each member state's independent nuclear 
safety authority). 
Safety levels throughout the EU are now practically equiva-
lent, says the Commission. For example, the joint Franco-
German European Pressurised Reactor (EPR) 
project - the first European project to create a new genera-
tion reactor - conforms to all EU safety requirements and is 
helping to give impetus to Union-wide recognised standards. 
Another body, the Euratom safeguards directorate (as 
detailed under chapter seven of the Euratom Treaty), is a 
special department which ensures that nuclear material is 
used properly and not for purposes other than energy pro-
duction. It is part of the Commission's energy department 
and has been operating since 1958. The body inspects over 
400 installations each year (the majority of work deals 
with power reactors, re-processing, enrichment and fuel 
manufacturing plants). Also included are hospitals, small 
reactors for research purposes, waste storage and installa-
tions which deal with or contain radioactive materials. 
In addition to the Euratom Treaty, there is a co-operation 
agreement between Euratom and the International Atomic 
Energy Agency. 
Three main international conventions which are all rati-
fied, but not necessarily by all EU member states, also 
govern nuclear safety. These are the: 
o Vienna Convention on Nuclear Safety (1994) which 
entered into force in 1996 and all EU member states agreed 
The development and adoption qf harmonised basic standards/or radi-
ation protection and waste management have made significant 
progress, but safety standards for nuclear installations srill lag behind. 
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For the candidate countries, EU enlargernent means their nuclear 
industries will have to conform to existing Union laws as well as take 
on the obligations and responsibilities of the Euratom Treaty. 
o Paris Convention on Third Party Liability in the Field 
of Nuclear Energy (adopted in 1960, entered into force 
1968) which has been ratified, approved or accepted by 12 
out of the 15 member states 
o Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear 
Damage (1963) which entered into force in 1977 and has 
been signed only by Spain and Britain. 
A joint protocol combining the legal provisions of the two 
liability conventions entered into force 1992. 
Another important issue for the development of nuclear 
energy in the Union is investment finance for the sector. In 
1977 the Council empowered the Commission to "issue 
Euratom loans for the purpose of contributing to the 
financing of nuclear power stations". In 1994 a decision 
was made to extend Euratom loans to "contribute to the 
financing required for improving the degree of safety and 
efficiency of nuclear power stations in certain non-mem-
ber states". This allowed investments to be made in 
improving the safety of the nuclear installations in the 
candidate countries. 
The shift of political priorities, conflicting industrial inter-
ests and differences among individual states are particularly 
well demonstrated by the evolution of the EU's fourth 
(1997) indicative nuclear programme, known as PINC. 
Under this the Commission prepares regularly (the first was 
in 1966, the second 1972 and the third in 1984 with an 
update in 1990), a programme for co-ordinated investment 
in and production targets for the EU's nuclear energy indus-
try. The Commission's programme, however, is a recom-
mendation only. 
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In the 1997 indicative programme the 
Commission outlines what it thinks is need-
ed in order to provide the necessary frame-
work for the EU to pursue nuclear energy 
development in the future. The 
Commission says it is the right of each 
member state to decide to develop or not the 
peaceful use of nuclear energy and that 
once made, this choice must be respected 
by all other EU members. Member states 
also have the right to use nuclear energy but 
at the same time "to ensure a high degree of 
nuclear safety, respect non-proliferation 
requirements as provided for in relevant 
international agreements" and maintain 
human health protection. Individual mem-
ber states are responsible for setting safety 
standards and licensing nuclear installa-
tions, but national operators together with 
member states share the responsibility for 
ensuring nuclear safety. -
DELTCHO VITCHEV, LONDON 
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Enlargement tasks 
20 
The nuclear reactor explosion at Chernobyl in the Ukraine in 
April 1986 directly led to international attention being focused 
on the ageing nuclear reactors and lax safety standards in the 
then USSR and its allied states. As radioactive fallout spread 
across much of Europe, so too did public concern about the 
state of nuclear energy outside the EU's border. 
The accident prompted governments in Europe and the rest 
of the world to join forces in an effort to prevent a repeat of 
the accident. As a result the group of 24 industrialised coun-
tries, known as G-24, set up the G-24 Nuclear Safety Co-
ordination group, known as NUSAC. This brings together 
representatives from the G-24, central and eastern Europe 
and former Soviet republics. The body discusses nuclear 
safety and helps to co-ordinate assistance. 
For the candidate countries, EU enlargement means their 
nuclear industries will have to conform to existing Union 
laws as well as take on the obligations and responsibilities 
of the Euratom Treaty. 
Help on this is given through the EU's Phare programme 
and specific nuclear safety schemes. 
The Phare nuclear safety programme focuses on on-site 
assistance and operational safety, design safety, regulatory 
authorities and their technical support organisations, waste 
management and off-site emergency preparedness. These 
priorities reflect the G7 strategy adopted in 1992 and, in the 
case of design and operational safety of reactors, the risk 
classification established by the IAEA. 
Enlargement presents a new challenge and opportunity 
for the development and clarification of the EU's nuclear 
policy, too. -
The nuclear reactor explosion at Chernobyl in the Ukraine in April 
1986 directly led to international attention being focused on the ageing 
nuclear reactors and lax safety standards in the then USSR and its 
allied srates. 
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the form of unanimous Council resolutions. 
The Commission implem~nts Council resolutions and 
policies on nuclear energy. A large number of de- , 
partments scattered throughout the Commission's 
administration are involved. However most.of the exec-
utive actions at present are ·dealt with by::'fwo depart-
ments - environment, which deals with nuclear,sc1-fe-
ty and environmental Jssues, and the energy,; ~irec-
torate, mainly concerned with matters relating to :~ · e.r-
gyand nuclear safeguards , . ""'" ,, , 
A ;pecial Imit within the energy department deals
1 
with 
e~onomic and industrial pqlicy, n~clear ipqu~try iPye~t~ 
,rri~nts ,~nd programmes covering· r~searcH and ;P~velop-
, rryen.t, the :nuclear fuel cycle, safe transport pf radioactive 
n;l~terial, :!.~h~ical.4 assistance an?. iridu~tfia' co-qpera-
., ti~ri i~ tn~ ':nuc1ear area,. relationi with : thir~ countries 
(i uding, ~he candidate countries}. and safety issues in 
i. : .. ?HntI~s ~swell as managing world nuclear pro-
. ':; g'tamfnes: ::'Another unit deals specifically with nuclear 
- conventions, agreements and 
external issues such as multilater-
al and bilateral accords with third 
countries and intern~tional organ-
isations in the nuclear field includ-
ing relations with the . IAEA, 
Euratom, nuclear non-prolif~ration 
and nuclear civil liability 
The Commission~s ecor:10mic 
and financial affairs department 
is responsible for, finance& and 
investment in the sector. The sci-
ence, research and development 
department . looks after research 
programmes. A large share of 
approximately €3bn allocated for 
the EU's research and develop-
ment framework programme 
goes to nuclear and non-nuclear 
research and development. 
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Employment examined 
A new Eurostat publication focuses on 
employment and the labour market in 
the candidate countries. It is the first of 
a series of regular half-yearly employ-
ment and labour market reviews pre-
pared in close co-operation between 
Eurostat and the statistical offices in 
candidate countries. Its main objective 
is to provide enterprises, policy makers, 
researchers and the general public with 
a regular reference publication which 
includes the most recent available data, 
country profiles, thematic articles on 
selected topics as well as methodologi-
cal information. 
The report shows that the share of the 
working-age population (aged 15-64) 
has been rising in all candidates since 
1993, except in Lithuania, where it has 
been stagnant. In most countries this 
age group accounts for roughly two-
thirds of total population. 
All candidates report a rising share of 
those aged 65 or over. The proportion is 
highest in Bulgaria, followed by the 
Czech Republ ic, Hungary and Estonia. 
The report says rates of participation in 
the labour market - despite consider-
able falls in the initial transitional period 
- are still higher than the EU average 
of 67. 7 per cent. Lower rates were 
reported only for Bulgaria and Poland, 
with Hungary's participation rate equal 
to the EU's. 
Employment grew only slightly in 1998. 
Poland's employment growth since 
1995 was sustained but significantly 
lower than that of GDP. Lithuania was 
the only Baltic state to report a rise. 
Hungary recorded the first employment 
rise since the start of the transition . In 
other candidates employment stagnated 
or declined further. 
Since the start of the transition, candidate 
countries have undergone rapid de-
industrialisation and a move away from 
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farming, while employment in services 
expanded, at least in relative terms. 
In some countries, particularly 
Romania, employment in agriculture 
grew steadily over the entire transitional 
period, due to a lack of jobs elsewhere. 
In Poland agricultural employment also 
remained high. 
The share of agricultural employment 
has been gradually moving towards EU 
levels in Estonia, Hungary, the Czech 
Republic, Slovakia and Slovenia. 
The industrial decline reflects the high 
over-employment before transition . 
From 1990-97 employment in this sec-
tor fell by more than 6m - almost a 
third. Bulgaria, Lithuania and Romania 
were hardest hit - 35 per cent to 
almost 50 per cent. 
In most candidate countries except 
Hungary and Romania, service sector 
employment gained momentum from 
1993 onwards. It grew most markedly in 
the Czech Republic, Bulgaria, Lithuania, 
Poland and Slovakia. In 1997 it 
accounted for the largest share of total 
employment in most countries. 
Hungary, where development of the ser-
vice sector had started in the late 
1980s, reports the highest level of 
employment in this field, followed by 
Estonia, Latvia and Slovakia. 
Starting from a level of less than 1 O 
per cent of total employment in almost 
all candidates in 1990, the private sec-
tor's share reached almost 70 per cent 
in Poland, Latvia and Lithuania in 
1998, slightly over 60 per cent in the 
Czech Republic and Slovakia and over 
50 per cent in Bulgaria, Romania and 
Slovenia. In all countries, except the 
Czech Republic , agricu lture accounts 
for the biggest share of private 
employment. 
Full copies of the report are available in 
electronic form in German, English and 
French from: 
pressoff ice @eu rostat.cec. be. 
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Energy co-operation 
Six Balkan nations and the EU have 
signed a declaration of intent to create a 
regional electricity market in south-east-
ern Europe. The agreement commits all 
countries to exchange information on the 
inter-connection of their electricity grids 
and sets 2006 "as an indicative target by 
which a first stage of regional market 
development could be accomplished. The 
declaration was signed with Albania, 
Bosnia-Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Greece, 
Romania and the former Yugoslav repub-
lic of Macedonia. The six aim to facilitate 
electricity trade and transit according to 
fair, cost reflective, transparent and non-
discriminatory criteria. Other countries in 
the region may also join. 
Urban initiative 
The European Commission has adopt-
ed its guidelines for an urban initiative 
aimed at the economic and social 
regeneration of declining towns and 
cities and run-down urban districts. 
Assistance from the European Regional 
Development Fund to support the new 
initiatives over 2000-06 will total 
€700m. The new initiative has two main 
objectives: encouraging the design and 
implementation of innovative strategies 
of economic and social regeneration in 
small- and medium-sized towns, cities 
and declining areas in major conglom-
erations; reinforcing and exchanging 
knowledge and experience on regener-
ation and sustainable urban develop-
ment in the EU. Michel Barnier, the 
Commissioner responsible for regional 
policy, says the problems of urban 
areas in Europe are a key priority on 
the regional policy agenda. 
Rural development 
highlighted 
The Commission has approved draft 
guidelines for the new initiative for rural 
development, called LEADER+. Unlike 
its predecessors LEADER I + II , all rural 
areas will be eligible. LEADER+ will 
open the possibility to co-finance joint 
rural development projects between 
LEADER groups. It should make an 
important contribution to the revitalisa-
tion of local rural economies and to the 
maintenance and creation of employ-
ment in these areas. To ensure concen-
tration of funds and to put emphasis on 
innovative pilot development strategies, 
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selection criteria for the local action 
groups will be made more rigorous. The 
total EU contribution to LEADER+ for 
2000-06 will be €2,020m. "LEADER+ 
will be an essential part of the strength-
ened EU policy for rural development 
established under Agenda 2000;' says 
Franz Fischler, Commissioner of 
Agriculture, Fisheries and Rural 
Development. "It will be a laboratory, 
helping to bring forward and test out 
ambitious and original approaches to 
integrated rural development, which may 
serve as a model for other rural areas. It 
will be an important tool for those rural 
communities which have a collective 
vision for the future of their area and the 
necessary commitment to make it a 
become true:· 
Trade deal with South 
Africa 
The EU has signed a trade, develop-
ment and co-operation agreement with 
South Africa. The agreement will estab-
lish a free trade area between the two 
over the next 12 years, liberalising 
about 95 per cent of trade and will have 
long-term benefits and commercial 
advantages for both sides. The agree-
ment will give South Africa preferential 
access to the EU market, particularly 
for textiles and clothing, chemicals, food 
and vegetables. South Africa will grant 
duty-free status to 86 per cent of its EU 
imports, whereas the EU will give duty 
free status to 95 per cent of South 
African exports. In addition the EU will 
implement its tariff reductions faster 
with most EU liberalisation being com-
pleted by 2002. South Africa's tariff cuts 
* 
* 
will concentrate on the second half of 
the 12-year transition period (2006-12). 
The agreement also provides for co-
operation between the parties in the 
development sector. 
Help fighting crime 
The Commission has launched a €4.5m 
programme of assistance to help candi-
date countries tackle drug trafficking, 
money laundering, car theft and other 
crimes. The project aims to improve police 
training standards in the applicant coun-
tries. Policing in respect of the rule of law, 
human rights and the protection of minori-
ties is an essential component of the 
Union's objective of creating an area of 
freedom, security and justice. Assistance 
will be given through a system of modules 
targeted towards a group of change-
agents - police and governmental offi-
cials who are in a position to contribute to 
the progress of their national systems in 
order to meet the acquis. Four general 
modules will deal with police ethics: man-
agement, police co-operation in Europe 
and training. Thirteen specific modules 
will cover the problems of control of 
migration flows, drug trafficking, financial 
crime and money laundering, stolen art, 
car theft, trade in human beings, traffick-
ing in weapons and radioactive materials, 
environmental crime, methods of techni-
cal crime investigation, prevention of crim-
inality, maintaining public order, policing a 
multicultural society, dealing with extreme 
phenomena. 
NEWS IN BRIEF 
D Transport ministers of Latvia and 
Lithuania have pledged to continue co-
operation in transport and fuel taxation 
as well as in the Via Baltica transport link. 
D The Polish government has 
approved a bill aimed at cracking down 
on bootleg copies of compact discs, 
videos and computer programmes. The 
law extends copyright ownership rights 
from the current 25 years to 70 years 
and empowers prosecutors to launch 
investigations without waiting for com-
plaints from producer or other interested 
parties, as is the case now. According to 
government estimates, losses caused by 
intellectual property theft in Poland 
amounted to $227m (€206.4m) in 1998. 
D The Slovak cabinet has approved 
amendments to the Foreign Exchange 
Act that liberalise the movement of for-
eign capital on Slovak markets. The 
move improves Slovakia's chance of 
becoming a member of the 
Organisation for Economic Co-opera-
tion and Development (OECD). The 
amendments also allow insurance com-
panies, investment companies and 
trusts to own real estate in Slovakia. 
The amendments, which still need to be 
passed by parliament, bring the Slovak 
crown close to full convertibility. 
D OSCE Commissioner on National 
Minorities Max van der Stoel says the 
new Slovak law on the use of minority 
languages in contacts with the authori-
ties is "a considerable step forward" and 
is likely to improve relations between 
ethnic minorities and the Slovak majority. 
D The Estonian government has 
changed various rules on residence 
permits and visas that in part affect for-
mer Soviet military personnel deemed 
"dangerous" for Estonian independence. 
Around 400 Soviet officers who were 
granted US-funded flats in Russia will 
not receive a permit to stay in Estonia. 
Estonia will also stop issuing visas at 
the border. The changes came into 
effect in October 1999. 
D The parliamentary assembly of the 
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Council of Europe, has ended its monitor-
ing of Slovakia, The decision was prompt-
ed by the favourable report of the council 's 
two rapporteurs, Juris Sinka and Goran 
Magnusson, who said Slovakia has made 
significant progress in all areas monitored. 
Slovakia must still implement reforms 
related to the judiciary, ethnic minorities 
and regional self-rule. Monitoring may be 
resumed if no progress is made in these 
areas. The assembly recommended 
Slovakia ratify the European Charter on 
Regional and Ethnic Languages. 
D Leaders of right-wing parties from 11 
central European countries have pledged 
to boost mutual co-operation. A confer-
ence of central European right-wing par-
ties is to be held each year. 
D Budapest and Bucharest have agreed 
to create a memorial park in the west 
Romanian city of Arad to mark Hungary 
and Romania's "historical reconciliation" . 
The two countries will split the cost of set-
ting up the park, which will include an 
obelisk honouring the executed generals 
of the 1848-49 war of independence. 
D The Romanian government has 
passed a bill to bring the country's crimi-
nal code closer into line with EU norms. 
The bill scraps provisions in the current 
criminal code that outlaw homosexual 
relations. The new bill also makes sexual 
harassment illegal. 
D The Polish parliament has passed a 
law reducing to seven the number of com-
mercial sectors for which licenses are 
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required. These are minerals and explo-
9iv,es; arms, ammunition and military 
know-how; fuel and energy; protection of 
property and persons; transport and air 
services; toll highway construction and 
maintenance; and radio and television 
broadcasting . 
D The Council of 
Europe has unani-
mously adopted a 
Hungarian proposal to 
request financing from 
the EU to rebuild the 
destroyed bridges in 
Novi Sad. The propos-
al would allocate some 
$14m (€13.Sm) for the 
reconstruction of the 
three bridges, which 
were wrecked during 
the Nato bombing 
campaign. 
D Transport ministers 
of Ukraine, Bulgaria 
and Romania have 
appealed to the EU 
for financial aid to 
clear the Danube 
River of debris left by 
Nato air strikes 
against Yugoslavia. 
The debris brought the Danube fleets of 
the three countries to a virtual standstill 
in late 1999. Ukraine claims $70m 
(€67.4m) and Bulgaria $1 OOm (€97m) in 
trade losses due to the suspension of 
navigation on the Danube. 
D A new rule gives the Euro-11 direct rep-
resentation in the G-7 for the first time. The 
US has long argued that Europe is over-
represented. Under the new rule, the ECB 
head and Euro-11 chairman replace the 
French, German and Italian central bank 
governors in the fi rst session of the G7 
talks, which focus on the world economic 
outlook and currency issues. In a second 
session on other topical issues, the ECB 
and Euro-11 give up their seats to the three 
central bank heads. For small European 
countries, which previously were not repre-
sented at the G7, the deal gives them 
entrance to the closed sessions. 
D The European Investment Bank (EIS) 
is lending a total of €21 m for 20 years to 
Lithuania to finance environment projects 
by towns and small local entities. Of the 
total €1 Sm will be split among a number 
of towns or municipal utilities for upgrading 
environmental and other public infrastruc-
ture and €6m will help Panevezys 
upgrade its main waste-water treatment 
plant and sewer network and to improve 
sludge treatment and disposal. 
D The European Investment Bank (EIB) 
is providing €40m for the development of 
the mobile telecommunications network in 
Slovenia. The loan to Mobitel, a Slovenian 
telecommunications company set up in 
1991 , will help double the network's 
capacity and to extend coverage to 96 per 
cent of the population. 
D The EU Commission wants tougher 
rules on food safety, including the possibil-
ity of an independent regulatory agency. 
Commission President Romano Prodi told 
the European Parliament the EU would 
also demand public health issues be 
enshrined in any new world trade accord. 
D By the end of this year, the EU will pro-
vide Moldova with a €15m credit line and 
humanitarian assistance totalling €2.2m. 
D Albania has formally ratified the 
Council of Europe Convention on the pro-
tection of ethnic minorities . Albania's eth-
nic Greeks constitute the country's largest 
minority, accounting for 3 per cent of the 
population. 
D Lithuania has reverted to the same time 
zone as Latvia and Estonia. Previously 
Lithuania had opted to be in the central 
European time zone. The change went into 
effect on October 31 1999. 
D Estonia has approved the protocol of 
accession to the World Trade 
Organisation (WTO). 
D According to a recent report by 
Eurostat, the eastern Latgale region of 
Latvia is the poorest region of any among 
the candidate states. GDP per capita in 
Latgale is only 16 per cent of the EU aver-
age, while Latvia itself also has the lowest 
GDP per capita of all candidate states -
26 per cent of the EU average, while the 
figure is 37 per cent for Riga. Lithuania's 
GDP per capita is 29 per cent of EU aver-
age and Estonia's 34 per cent. The report 
is based on information dating from 1996. 
D The EU has prepared a position docu-
ment that opposes requests from prospec-
tive candidates to impose temporary 
restrictions on foreign ownership of land. 
The EU has asked for more information 
from countries that have requested transi-
tion periods, including the Czech Republic 
and Hungary. 
D Slovakia has approved a programme 
for Nato accession, based on the mem-
bership action plan approved by Nato at 
its Washington summit in 1999. 
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Appropriately enough the brains behind the European city of culture programme was the late Melina 
Mercouri of Greece, perhaps one of Europe's most famous actresses. In 1985 Ms Mercouri, who was at 
that time Greek Culture Minister, persuaded her counterparts in the other EU culture ministries to desig-
nate one city a year as a European city of culture. 
Perhaps unsurprisingly it was Ms Mercouri's home town 
of Athens that was chosen as the first city to be award-
ed the title. 
The aim of the city of culture scheme is to demonstrate the 
rich cultural and artistic diversity of European cities and 
highlight their common cultural heritage and creative 
vitality. The city chosen to be Europe's cultural capital 
organises hundreds of artistic events and cultural 
exchanges covering all areas of the arts from alternative 
theatre to classical music, from experimental photography 
to modem sculpture. 
Over the past 15 years the scheme has allowed municipali-
ties as far apart as Glasgow and Luxembourg to set out their 
cultural wares for the rest of the EU and the world to see. 
But the city of culture scheme is not just an occasion for 
artistic and cultural exchanges. Being chosen as a cultural 
capital can bring some concrete economic advantages. 
Nearly all of the municipalities chosen to hold the title 
since 1985 have seen significant increases in tourist 
numbers causing a positive knock-on effect on the local 
economy. Since its launch the scheme has proved 
extremely popular. The number of cities applying 
increases each year. 
By the beginning of the 1990s the programme was in dan-
ger of becoming a victim of its own success. EU govern-
ments realised unless they modified the scheme it would 
end up being hopelessly over subscribed. 
It was for this reason that EU culture ministers decided to 
create a parallel programme, to be known as European 
cultural month. The new scheme placed particular empha-
sis on forging cultural links with the new democracies of 
central and eastern Europe. 
Since 1990 cities in all of the candidate countries have 
participated in the programme. 
At the beginning of the 1990s the city of culture pro-
gramme also began to have a life of its own. In 1991 a for-
mal network of European cities of culture was set up to 
enable professionals who had been involved in organising 
the event since 1985 to exchange experiences. This infor-
mation-sharing forum has enabled the organisation to 
improve each year and helps to ensure that mistakes made 
early on have not been repeated. 
Until now the city of culture programme has been what 
EU experts call an inter-governmental exercise. This 
means all of the important issues concerning the scheme 
- including deciding which city will be awarded the 
title - have been dealt with by EU governments direct-
ly. The programme receives some funding from the 
EU's Kaleidoscope programme, but is not officially an 
EU project. 
However, the Maastricht Treaty changed this. It says that 
in future any issues concerning European cultural policy 
should be dealt with by the Community's institutions. For 
the city of culture programme this meant the European 
Parliament and Commission would have a greater role in 
deciding how the scheme was run and that some money 
would be made available from the EU's budget. 
The Commission used the Maastricht Treaty's new powers 
on cultural policy to present in October 1998 a proposal sug-
gesting ways in which the cultural capitals scheme could be 
developed. The plan, currently being examined by EU gov-
ernments and the European Parliament, calls for a European 
city to organise every year, if necessary with other cities, a 
cultural project on a topic of European interest. 
Traditionally the city of culture programme has always 
operated on the premise that only one city a year would be 
chosen as Europe's cultural capital. This year, however, 
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things are different. Because of the historical significance 
of the year 2000, an entirely new was used. That is why 
this year Europe will have nine cultural capitals -
Avignon, France; Bergen, Norway; Bologna, Italy; 
Brussels, Belgium; Krakow, Poland; Helsinki, Finland; 
Prague, the Czech Republic; Reykjavik, Iceland and 
Santiago de Compostela, Spain. The nine, which include 
four non-EU cities, were selected because they represent-
ed European culture in the widest possible sense. 
EU governments were adamant that Prague and Krakow 
should be among the municipalities chosen to show the 
importance the EU gives to its future eastwards enlarge-
ment. Bergen and Reykjavik, on the other hand, were 
picked to show that Europe is more than just the current 
15 EU members. 
There will be a certain amount of co-ordination between 
events in the different cities. Symbolic links between the 
cultural capitals were established at the end of last year 
when glowing rectangular glass sculptures known as 
KIDEs were erected in all nine cities. 
Helsinki presented KIDEs to the other eight cultural capi-
tals in September and they remained in place for three 
months. During that time the sculptures were connected 
by satellite-controlled video links, allowing people in one 
city to see what was going on in the others. 
In December 1999 the KIDEs went home to the Finnish 
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capital where they were assembled into a huge tunnel. 
On New Year's eve people allowed to walk through the 
tunnel, making a symbolic journey from one millennium 
to another. 
Many of this year's cultural capitals have also been 
assigned European projects to carry out as part of the year 
2000 celebrations. 
Avignon has been given the task of preparing a self-por-
trait of each of the year 2000 cultural capitals. This will 
form the basis of an exhibition to be presented in all 
nine cities. 
Bologna will be concentrating on the ARCE Net project, a 
feasibility study on setting up a virtual museum, a network 
of cultural infrastructures (art and heritage institutions in 
partner towns) using new technologies and on improving 
public access to museum collections and exhibitions. 
Brussels will focus on the urban challenge, a preliminary 
study for an action plan on the subject of the city with a 
view to executing joint projects. 
Santiago de Compostela will be organising a series of 
events and exhibitions based on the theme of images of 
the earth, including an exhibition of early and satellite 
maps covering the history of territories (in association 
with the geographical institutes of Spain, France, Iceland 
and Finland). 
Krakow will be preparing a joint exhibition and parallel 
t3 events ( concerts, seminars) on images of God, the sound 
~ of eternity, places of mystery and magical words. Prague 
], will be focusing on the theme of cultural inheritance. -
~ 
a 
~ SIMON Coss, BRUSSELS 
More information about the cities of culture and cities 
which have participated in the event in the past is avail-
able at http://europa.eu. int!comm/dg JO/culture/ vec _en. html. 
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Prague's Mayor Jan Kasl is convinced the EU's culture 
ministers made the right choice when they picked his city 
Art nouveau captured the inwgina-
tions of artists throughout Europe, 
including Prague where many 
buildings still carry rhe reminders 
ofrhat era. 
to be one of the nine 
European cultural capitals 
for the year 2000. 
"The past and present 
importance of Prague for 
central Europe as a whole, 
its geographical position 
at the imagined heart of 
Europe and the intersec-
tion of European cultures 
and its status as a symbol 
of transformation from a 
totalitarian society into a 
modern democratically 
governed and diverse soci-
ety based on pluralism, are 
all proof that the presti-
gious title of European 
city of culture 2000 is 
rightly bestowed," he says. 
In Prague the organisers of 
the celebrations have 
devised three specific 
themes for this year's 
events. The "story of the 
city" will look at Prague's 
cultural past and try to 
show how it )las affected cultural life in the city today. 
The organisers say aside from a look at key dates in the 
city's history, they will also show the importance of 
issues such as how Prague's geographical position has 
affected its development. 
The second theme is "a city of open gates". Events organ-
ised under this heading will look at Prague's importance 
as a historical and cultural crossroads between eastern 
and western Europe. "Prague is a place where the artis-
tic individuality of various nations found and still finds 
a common language. At many periods in European his-
tory, Prague was a real island of spiritual and cultural 
freedom, which gave the city a major international sig-
nificance," explains just one of the brochures produced 
by the organising committee. 
The final theme is "a city to live in" and will focus on 
recent efforts to reinvent Prague as a cultural space. Events 
include moves to change the way people think about art by 
displaying paintings or sculptures in non-traditional 
spaces away from museums and art galleries. -
Polc!nd 's ancient . roya,I 9apjtat qt .. f<rc3.~9~ t ~i:3.§ :;:6@ 
problem justifying ;: its selection: a~ qn~ pf;it~e; pin~ 
European cultura1 :: • .capitals for 200Cl. ;; Krakow .ha§ 
been a cultural cerifrerecognised both wi'tt1in Poland 
,._. ... ··.· . · . ........ ., ... . ···! 
and in central· Europe·for •· hundreds ·of :yegrs. }ffh 
'ci!Y. is considere~ ;: t~e· ·;artistic capita[ ::·2t.;; ~plahd,' 
t;><:>a§>tS Krakow's f C>rrn~r:
1
rnay9[ Josef ~~~of~.: '. : 
:. EM jt is not just artists.Wh~ t,ave foupd ~ra,ko\/\l;'ci ~tfrn .•...•. ' 
. \ Hating place to work..:~~e city is home t9.Jag~1.19nic3.m . · 
University; one of Europe's oldest seats ::ot.learniog\ 
p~~r:· ~~e• ce.~.turies Krak9w ha~ pr°:v~dl~~.nJagn~f'tfof 
' rn,anr:19t c,~ntral ~urope's g,reat~sf t~,ri~~~t ••••  •• . . I 
Mr 4c3.§Qtc3. .§c!Y~ . U1c3.t ,sin9e;.~9lin9 •I ~rp~rged from 
communist rule, more:people have come to experi-
ence Krakqw's architectural :and cultural wonders. 
"Th~ pperjgg 'ofJheborders, which Has given visi-
: ;; fqrs,}rom :a1:( ov~r the :world '' access to Krakow, has 
.. ······•·· ···• .•. .. . . 1 
· creat~d.alreal: tourist boom in our city," he·explainst 
AF p~rt.j ?f ,. it~· contribution to t~is year's ~u.ltu~,I : 
ip~p1:t~,is pr<Jg~amTe, Krakow WIii be ~r9,;~rns1ng :a ... 
•. number 'of.events and exhibitions based onJhJ : 
:: theh1~ oL ih1ages 'of God. A religious.} lav9}1r .. ~.at . ,
b~~? 'eYi?entfrom the~tart. One of t~~,first event1···!'+ 
°:rgaQi§>eqd§>. ~.festivat<Jf S?rt.r<Jd<JX Ch,1.Jrch,es. ()Jhr . :: 
~~Ugious : ha~p.eni~gs .• wi .. 11 ,i?Pl~q~ ,S~~~ri:3.I exh,l.bi .  :. 
t1?n.s·.?f p~nst1an icons, .• ;a ,,sene~ of con.certs fea1 
tu ring • some ... of the old.est · surviving examples of 
sung prayer and the op~ni~g ()fa'per·mahent exhi-
bition on the gods of ancient Egypt: 
But while the theme will . be· an important part .of the 
celebratiqns, there wiU also be plenfy .. of events t 
please.less religious-h1inded visitors.t ans of ancient 
Jeg'ends will be able to look at an exhibition on giants 
and dragons while others will have the chance to 
attend the International •.. Festival of Avant Garde 
Theatre. Music lovers will be able to li~ten to a series 
of jazz .. concerts and photography ! ficionados wiU 
have the chance to walk round · several,exhibitions. 
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When it comes to experience of European cities of culture, 
few can compare with Robert Palmer. The softly spoken 
Scot was the driving force behind Glasgow's highly suc-
cessful stint in the international cultural limelight in 1990. 
Now he is bringing the same skills and vision to Brussels 
as the Belgian capital prepares to kick off in February its 
contribution as one of nine cities which will share the title 
of European city of culture in 2000. 
Mr Palmer is well known on the international scene as a 
highly efficient organiser who can use the arts and culture 
as a catalyst to improve a city's wellbeing, whether it be 
economic and social development, rediscovering architec-
tural or historical gems or generally nurturing a stronger 
sense of civic pride. 
That experience led him to become president of a network 
of 20 European cultural cities and has brought him into 
contact with major centres in central and eastern Europe. 
This year Krakow and Prague have also been designated 
as European cities of culture. 
But even before now, cities outside the EU have been 
involved in similar activities through the concept of 
European cultural months which began in 1992 with 
Krakow. Since then Budapest, Graz, Ljubljana, Nicosia 
and St Petersburg have all participated in the exercise. 
"I have been in touch with Krakow and Prague, working 
quite closely with them as I have with all the cultural city 
months which have presented opportunities to central and 
east European cities. In 
many instances these have 
been as great, if not 
greater, than for their 
western counterparts," Mr 
Palmer explains. 
He acknowledges that 
there are frequently prob-
lems of finance when 
organisers are confronted 
with limited state subsi-
dies and a paucity of pri-
vate sector sponsorship. 
"Krakow and Prague possi-
bly over-estimated the 
contribution from the EU," 
says Mr Palmer, adding, 
"Only about 2-3 per cent 
of the overall budget is 
covered by the EU. But 
the point is not the money. 
It is about being part of a 
network and having your 
eyes open to new opportunities." 
Mr Palmer accepts the organisational resources to manage 
an event on such a scale may be absent, but has no doubts 
about the long-term value such an exercise can bring to a 
city. "In all cases there is a good return. Architecture is 
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enhanced, cultural infrastructure is developed and it 
brings a learning experience to cultural organisations in 
the style of management needed to administer large pro-
jects - and there is money from tourism. There has been 
a degree of research into this and the conclusions show 
there is a substantial return for the investment made. There 
is this clear link between investment in cultural projects 
and a city's subsequent economic and social health," he 
points out. 
Being selected for a high profile slot in the cultural calen-
dar can help a city in central and eastern Europe move out 
of the shadow of its western counterparts which already 
have the means to promote and market themselves inter-
nationally. It gives senior organisers of the cultural pro-
gramme the chance of meeting like-minded professionals 
from outside their own country. 
That contact can give a better insight into the way deci-
sions are taken elsewhere in Europe and open up the pos-
sibility of cross-border co-operation. 
"These cities have an opportunity when the spotlight 
shines on them and can develop contacts with opposite 
numbers elsewhere. It's like having a calling card and all 
helps to give them more confidence," explains Mr Palmer. 
At the same time, Mr Palmer has clear ideas about the 
ingredients he believes are fundamentally necessary if the 
event is to be a success in its own right and, more impor-
tantly, bring lasting benefits to a city. 
Importing big international stars and parachuting them 
onto foreign stages across the continent for one-off per-
formances is not the answer in his eyes. Instead, he 
strongly advises organisers to tap into their own home 
grown talent. 
"Where there has been success during these cultural 
months is when cities have turned to their roots and built 
on what might sometimes seem rather shaky foundations, 
but are foundations which use local artists. And when the 
cultural month is viewed as being part of a process of 
long-term cultural development, then it is successful. 
When it is a one-off, you can question the investment. But 




infrastructure and expertise and offer a catalyst for differ-
ent institutions," he points out. 
There is another, highly significant benefit. The challenge 
of creating something special can transcend traditional 
economic, social and political divides and encourage co-
operation where there was little or none before. Mr Palmer 
has certainly managed to achieve that in Brussels where 
he has broken through the barriers which have tended to 
keep the French- and Dutch-speaking communities in sep-
arate worlds. 
His own experience of 
such events for well over a 
decade leads him to draw 
another lesson from the 
complexities of organising 
a programme where so 
many competing interests 
have to be constantly bal-
anced and reconciled. "In 
some cities where the pro-
ject has been politically 
managed, they tend not to 
succeed. But where they 
are set up with their own 
autonomy and people with 
appropriate skills are 
recruited, they are success-
ful," he suggests. 
Mr Palmer's own track 
record is not in doubt. No 
one would argue that the 
programme he put together 
for Glasgow's year as 
European city of culture 
raised the city's interna-
tional profile, introduced it 
to a new audience and even 
showed Scots a refreshing 
side to their country's 
largest city. 
He is now aiming to use 
the Brussels 2000 pro-
gramme to weave the same 
magic for Belgium's capi-
tal, which all too often is ~ 
(utterly wrongly) dis- ~ 
<:l 
missed as a nondescript, ], 
boring city widely seen as j 
little more than a venue for "' c;l 
European bureaucrats. 
One way of achieving this - as he showed in Glasgow -
is to reach into the past to prepare the city for the future. 
Brussels 2000 will show people the city's historical roots, 
turning the spotlight on its cultural richness and vitality. A 
BFr 4bn (€99.2m) restoration and reconstruction pro-
gramme is brightening up scores of buildings and monu-
ments so that their treasures become more eye-catching. 
This is being accompanied by an extensive programme of 
European culture 
cultural projects involving opera, dance, literature, visual arts 
and culture in all its guises. It is grouped around six main 
axes, all concerned with the theme of "the city": celebrating 
the city, re-imaging the city, the city - a public domain, the 
city - a laboratory, the city and its creations and the city and 
heritage. Many of the events will take place in public places 
such as streets, parks and even empty shops and launderettes. 
Mr Palmer is keen to use the coming year to freshen up 
Brussels's image. Instead of a city known for its mussels 
and chips and the 
Mannequin Pis statue ( a 
small boy relieving himself 
in public), he sees the 
Belgian capital as intrigu-
ingly surreal - a place 
where different cultures, 
architecture, music and 
gastronomy live happily 
side by side in a multina-
tional environment. 
"Brussels is a city of con-
trasts, sometimes tradition-
al and at others ground 
breaking. Brussels is a city 
where time and memory, 
continuity and change, 
intimacy and fascination 
meet together. The theme 
of Brussels 2000 is "the 
city". Brussels as a con-
temporary city, as a cre-
ative city, as a city of con-
tradictions and as a city of 
paradox. The reality of 
Brussels is a reality that no 
other city in the world can 
claim," he observes. 
Given that vision, it is not 
surprising Mr Palmer is 
adamant that organising a 
European city of culture 
programme is not a project 
solely aimed at boosting 
tourism. It is neither a 
longer version of well-
established international 
festivals like Salzburg and 
Edinburgh or yet one more 
millennium extravaganza. 
"This is a process of cul-
tural development in the city starting before and going 
beyond 2000," he explains. That to him is the essence of a 
major cultural programme. Its impact lives on after its 
brief official life and it continues to yield dividends for the 
city's residents and visitors long after the posters have 
been taken down. -
RORY WATSON, BRUSSELS 
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